Clean lines and delicately angled arms give this unassuming lounge series just the right amount of detail. The subtle arcs of the seat support and back combine with expert craftsmanship to give Corbin a timeless, modern simplicity. Club chairs, loveseats, sofas, benches and ottomans feature locking tenon plywood frames with flared wood legs or matte nickel metal legs for ultimate stability. Seat and back cushions utilize high density polyurethane padding for enduring comfort and lasting support.

CLUB CHAIRS
Shown left with matte nickel metal legs, shown right with flared wood legs.
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SOFA
Love seat also available. Shown with matte nickel metal legs. Also available with flared wood legs.
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BENCHES
One, two and three seat benches available. Shown with flared wood legs. Also available with matte nickel metal legs.
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LOUNGE GROUPING
Club chair and loveseat shown with flared wood legs and Broadway occasional tables.
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